Gleemania hits high school
by Erica Shartle
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Many students at Parkland have been
buzzing about the new television series,
Glee, which first aired May 19, 2009 on
FOX. Since then, many Facebook statuses
have been set aside for exclaiming that
the popular show is on almost every
Wednesday night. For those who do
not know, the plot centers around a high
school teacher trying to save what is left
of the high
school’s glee
club, or show
choir,
and
revive it into
what the group
used to be.
“I like
Glee because
it
embodies
everything that
is humorous
about
the
performing arts
and combines
it
with
a
storyline that
is interesting
enough
to
make me TiVo
it every week,”
said
junior
Nick Bonsell.
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“It is like
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Musical, but
a TV show
and so much
better,” said
junior Katie
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Even though Glee is fairly new, it was
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Golden Globes go for bold and daring
Unsurprisingly, hit drama Mad Men won
best Television Series for its respective
This past January the Hollywood Forcategory for the third consecutive year.
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for Best Animated Film, Christoph
ties. This year’s picks seemed more unserious role in The Blind Side and Meryl
Waltz for his role as a Nazi officer in
orthodox than in years past, leaving some
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tor Martin Scorsese was presented with
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face of everything that I’m aware of in the
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Tune in to the next, even more presning over other more classically dramatic
comedy Glee snagged the title for Best
tigious ceremony on the awards circuit,
films such as Up In The Air and The
Television Series- Comedy or Musical.
The Oscars, on March 7th on ABC.
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Hurt Locker. Cameron also picked up a
nod for Best Director, his second award
since his iconic masterpiece, Titanic.
Other winners include Robert Downey
Jr. as Best Actor for his turn as Sher-
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Top Five
Songs of
2009
These songs hopefully created at least a
tiny dent in the short-term memory euphoria that is pop culture. Call it pop
heaven or mainstream trash; here are my
top five record suggestions of the year.
5. “Daylight”
– Matt & Kim
Indie pop-rockers Matt
& Kim broke out from
obsacurity when this song was used in
Bacardi more than background music
– it was an upbeat tune layered over a
hypnotizing keyboard beat. If nothing
else, this song was irresistibly catchy.
4. “Remedy” – Little
Boots
Born Victoria Hesketh and hailing
from England, Little
Boots came close
to perfecting the pop
genre with this glowing record. She
took catchiness to a completely different level, mixing glittering electronic
beats to an already flashy pop hook.
3. “Say Hey
(I Love You)”
– Michael Franti
& Spearhead feat.
Cherine Anderson
Songs like “Say
Hey” – earthy, feelgood anthems – are so hard to find nowadays. Michael Franti & Spearhead
mixed Bohemian and African beats
into the mainstream song of the year
that made everyone kiss and make-up.
2. “Hey Soul,
Sister” – Train
One of the biggest surprises of
the year, Train
returned after a
lengthy hiatus with
this little ditty, “Hey Soul, Sister.” The
song is clean and beautiful, showcasing
the strength of lead singer, Rob Hotchkiss’s, voice in almost an a-capella
clarity, a true pop diamond of the year.

1. “Empire State of Mind” – Jay-Z /
Alicia Keys
A tribute to the New York, “Empire State of Mind” managed to
do what other number one hits fail
to – be incredibly catchy while
still retaining respectability. Alicia Keys’ caramel voice blended
with Jay-Z’s almost poetic verses
about New York City, amidst the
smashing beats and smooth rhythm.
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